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& (text operator) 137
* (wildcard character) 254
? (wildcard character) 254
1904 Date System 161
3-D charts, creating 195, 220
3-D references, creating and using 142

A
Absolute references 36, 104, 138
Across worksheets, Fill 35
Activate an embedded chart 181, 221
Add
text box 24, 91
or delete records or fields 328
titles, gridlines or a legend to a chart 222
Add-in
macro, create 585
macro, load/unload 586
workbook, edit 587
workbook, protect 587
ADDRESS 256
Advanced Filter 341, 344
Advanced Text Import settings 390
Alignment, using 44, 109
Alternate character set 46, 111
Ampersand (text operator) 137
Analysis ToolPak 163
multiple linear regression using 453
AND 155
Apply Names, using 244
Area under a curve, finding 416
Arguments
optional in custom function 573
of function 143
of methods (VBA) 512
Arrange, Arrange All 69, 130
Array 407
arguments 571
constants 269
editing or deleting 270
formulas and functions that return an 270
separators 387
Array formulas 267
to work with lists 274
evaluating polynomials or power series 273
using INDIRECT function in 274
using ROW function in 274
Arrays, Visual Basic 543
dimensioning 543
dynamic 544
in Function procedure, using 550, 552
in Sub procedure, using 545, 547
Auto_Close procedures 589
Auto_Open procedures 589
Auto-alphabetising by array formula 285
AutoComplete, using 147
AutoFill 37, 106, 361
AutoFill shortcut menu 39, 107
AutoFilter to obtain a subset of a list 335
Automatic Scaling option, Solver 476
AVERAGEIF 157
AVERAGEIFS 157
Axis scale
modifying 200, 201
modifying tick mark labels 313
Axis
chart with custom 317
chart with secondary 301, 304, 306
B
Bar chart, creating 214
Binding constants by NMR 480
Block of cells, selecting 19, 86
Boolean data type 517
Border, using 47, 112
Branching (VBA) 518
Breakpoint, adding (VBE) 534
Built-in dialog boxes 529, 530
Button Editor 615
  in Excel 2007/2010 622
C
CAS registry number, validating 286
Category chart, when X Values are
  dates 203, 227
CELL 248
Cell
  Comment, entering 26, 92
  entries, editing 23, 91
  link 365, 369
  formatting 42, 108
Changes to functions in Excel 2010
  144
Changing
  color of sheet tabs 17, 83
  name of a worksheet 15, 83
  what Excel displays 80
CHAR 169
Character set, alternate 46, 111
Chart
  adding
    titles, gridlines or legend 222
    data labels 315
    error bars to 308
  changing dimensions of 202
  creating 177, 209
  customizing 297, 317
  legend, sub- or superscripts in 313
  linking text to 316
  logarithmic 315
  menu 222
  multiple data series in 289
  options, using 222
  specifications 207, 326
  switching plotting order 316
  template in Excel 2007/2010, saving
    321
    that updates automatically 320
  tools in the Ribbon 179
  with additional axis 317
  with secondary axes 301
Chart elements
  formatting 183, 223
    by using the Mini Toolbar 197
    with color 199
  selecting 182, 223
Chart format
  changing default 321, 322
  copying and pasting 324
Chart types 177, 209
  switching between 196, 222
ChartWizard, creating a chart using
  209
Check Box 365, 373
CHOOSE 249
Circular references 257
Classic Menus, displaying 74, 603
Clear, using 34, 101
Close, using 27, 96
Closing documents 26, 95
CODE 169
Collinearity 450
Color
  of sheet tabs, changing 17, 83
  formatting chart elements with 199
Column
  chart, creating 183, 214
  hiding 30
  inserting or deleting 28, 98
Column Width, using 40, 108
Conditional formatting 5, 55, 119, 159
Conditional number formats 54, 118
Conditional Watch (VBE) 537
Confidence intervals 461
Constant 137
array 269
name can refer to 243
Control 365
add to a worksheet 366
Check Box 365, 373
Drop-down List Box 370, 371
List Box 365, 369
Option Button 365, 371
properties 367
Controlling the way documents are
displayed 69, 130
Convert .xla to .xls 587
Convert Text to Columns 353
Coordinates, polar to Cartesian 430
Copy 30, 99
and paste multiple items 99
and paste picture of cells 33
embedded chart 222
using Drag-and-Drop editing 34, 102
COUNTIF 156, 285
COUNTIFS 157
Cramer’s Rule 426, 428
Create Names, using 235
Create Names from Selection, using
241
Creating a series 105, 162
Criteria, multiple 275
Cubic interpolation 405
Curve fitting, using the Solver 464
Custom
button, add ToolTip to 617
category, assign to 577
date format 53, 389
function 501
indefinite number of arguments 573
lookup formula 253
menu command, adding 598
menu, adding 597
number format 51, 114
optional argument 573
toolbutton
image 615
adding to Ribbon 621
removing 622
Customize
chart 297, 308
Quick Access Toolbar 74
Ribbon 623
toolbars (Excel 2003) 607-611
Cut 30, 99
using Drag-and-Drop 34, 102
CVErr 572, 580

D
Data in worksheet
entering 87
protecting 64, 125
Data Labels, adding 315
Data series
extending or adding 293
formatting 198
Data types (VBA) 515
Data Validation, using 378-382
Database
functions 346
creating 327
defining 328
structure of 327
updating 329
DATE 165
Date and time
arithmetic 162
formulas, examples of 164
functions 161, 163
how Excel keeps track of 161
Date formats 116, 387
custom 53, 389
Date formatting symbols 388
Date Serial Number 161, 387
Dates
differences in display of 387
when X Values of a category chart are 203, 227
DATEVALUE 165
DAY 165
Debugging (VBA) 532
Declaring variables (VBA) 516
Deconvolution of spectra 476
Default chart format, changing 321, 322
Define Name
using 235, 240
in Excel 2003 234
in Excel 2007/2010 240
Delete
name 245
row or column 28, 98
sheet, using 17, 96
worksheet 13
Delimited file
importing a 350
parsing a 354
Dependent cells, finding 263
Derivatives
of a data set 411
of a function 414
Design Tab (chart) 3, 25, 179
Destination worksheet or workbook 140
Determinants 407
Dialog box
using to open a workbook 527
built-in 529, 530
Different views of same worksheet 71, 131
Differentiation, numerical 410
Dimensioning an array (VBA) 543
Display Classic Menus 74
Do While...loop 522
Document
types 97
window, Excel 2003 79
window, Excel 2007/2010 6
window, hiding, moving or resizing 7
controlling display of 69, 130
moving or resizing 82
opening, closing and saving 26, 95
printing 59, 120
Drag-and-Drop editing 34
Copy, Cut or Paste by using 102
Drop-down List Box 370, 371
Duplicate entries in a list 279
Duplicating values or formulas in a range of cells 35, 103
Dynamic arrays (VBA) 544

E
Edit
worksheet 28, 98
cell entries 23, 91
Elements, chart 213
Embedded chart
activating, resizing and moving an 181, 221
move or copy 222
Engineering functions 5, 143
Entering
Cell Comment 26, 92
equation in a Text Box 25
data in a worksheet 20, 87
formulas 22, 89
numbers 21, 88
subscripts and superscripts 47, 112
text 22, 89
Equation Editor, using 93
Error bars, adding to chart 308
Error value 261
returning an 572
Event-handler procedure 592
adding menu command 601, 603
EXACT 166
Examining the values of variables
using the mouse pointer 535
using the Watch Pane 536
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External reference 140
  contains the complete directory path 141
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F
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  Fixed-width file
    importing 353
    parsing 355
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      by using the Mini Toolbar 197
      with color 199
    copying and pasting chart 324
    data series 198
    date 116, 387
    numbers using "Precision as Displayed" 54, 118
    time 53, 117
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  Format Tab (chart) 3, 179
  Formatting symbols, date 388
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  Formula Auditing 262
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    array 267
    date and time, examples of 164
    elements of a worksheet 134
    entering 22, 89
entering a name by selecting 244
examining 262
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order in which Excel performs
operations in 24, 174
that returns an array result 270
Frame 366
Freeze Panes, using 72, 133
Function
arguments 143
names in other language versions 393
Function procedure (VBA) 494
array arguments 571
description for 576
optional argument in custom 573
returning an error value 572
structure of 495
using arrays in 550, 552
Function, derivatives of a 414
Function, shortcut to a 147
Functions (worksheet)
ADDRESS 256
AND 155
AVERAGEIF 157
AVERAGIFS 157
CELL 248
CHAR 169
CHOOSE 249
CODE 169
COUNTIF 156
COUNTIFS 157
DATE 165
DATEVALUE 165
day 165
FIND 166
FIXED 169
HLOOKUP 249
HYPERLINK 376
IF 153
IFERROR 155
INDEX 250
INDIRECT 256
INTERCEPT 437
LARGE 152
LEFT 166
LEN 166
LINEST 439
LOOKUP 249, 254
LOWER 166
MATCH 250
MID 166
MINVERSE 410
MONTH 165
N 248
NOW 165
OFFSET 255
PROPER 166
REPLACE 166
RIGHT 166
RSQ 437
SEARCH 166
SERIES 213
SLOPE 437
SMALL 152
SUBSTITUTE 166
SUMIF 156
SUMIFS 157
TEXT 169
today 165
TRANSPOSE 410
UPPER, 166
VALUE 169
VLOOKUP 249, 251, 253
YEAR 165
FunctionName Translator 399
Functions (VBA) 513
Functions (worksheet) 143
for working with matrices 151
introduced in Excel 2007 144
that return an array result 270
changes to in Excel 2010 144
Database 346
Date & Time 161, 163
Information 171, 247
Logical 152
Lookup & Reference 170
Math & Trig 149, 150
nested 144
nested IF 155
Reference 255
Statistical 151
Text 165

G
Gaussian curve 417, 477
GetOpenFilename method 528
Global (workbook-level) names 238
Goal Seek, using 423
Gridlines, add to chart 222
group box 366
[Group] mode 84

H
Hiding
document window 7
a worksheet 65, 126
cell contents, protecting a worksheet by 67, 127
rows or columns 30
HLOOKUP 249
Home Tab 13
How Excel stores and displays numbers 21, 88
HYPERLINK Function, using 376
Hyperlink
add to a worksheet 373
inserting a 373
using Paste as Hyperlink 376

I
IF 153
IF functions, nested 155
IFERROR 155
Implicit intersection, reference using 242
Importing
data file 350
data, other language versions 390
delimited file 350
fixed-width file 353
Indefinite number of arguments in
custom function 573
INDEX 250, 371, 403
INDIRECT 256, 278, 281
in array formulas, using 274
Information functions 171, 247
InputBox 526
Insert Function, using 145
Insert
menu, using 101
rows or columns 28, 98
worksheets 13
Insert Worksheet button 14
Integration, numerical 415
Interactive macros 524
INTERCEPT 437
Interpolation, linear and cubic 403, 405
Intersect keyword (VBA) 510

K
Keyboard access to the Ribbon 12

L
Label... command (Excel 2003 only) 247
Language versions
custom date formats for 389
function names in other 393
LARGE 152
Larger limits for some features in Excel 2007/2010 5
Layout Tab (chart) 3, 76, 179
Least squares 436
fit to a straight line 436
LEFT 166
Legend
add to chart 222
sub- or superscripts in chart 313
LEN 166
Line charts, creating 186, 215
Linear interpolation 403
Linear regression 435
multiple, using Analysis ToolPak 453
multiple, using Trendline 451
LINEST 439
LINEST shortcut 447
Links 266
re-establishing 264
repairing or removing 263
List Box 365, 369
List of recently used files 27
List
Advanced Filter, using 340
AutoFilter to obtain subset of 335
criteria, defining and using 341
criteria, special for text entries 344
Data Filters, multiple 339
duplicate entries in a 278
multiple criteria 275, 342
records, extracting 344
sorting 330, 331, 332
text entries, special criteria for 344
unique entries in 278, 280
common entries in two 276
using array formulas with 274
Local (worksheet-level) names 238
Locale 387, 389
Locale ID 389
Locking cell contents, protecting
worksheet by 67, 127
Logarithmic charts 315
Logical
functions 152
operator 138
operators (VBA) 520
LOOKUP 254
Lookup & Reference functions 170
Lookup formula, custom 253
Lookup functions 249
Loop, exiting from 522
Looping 521
LOWER 166

M
Macros:
Acid-Base Species Distribution 578
ChemicalFormat 557
DataLabeler 563
deming regression 580
FullPage 614
Molecular Weight 583
Precision as Displayed 562
QuickChart 568
Solver Statistics 485
ToggleNumberFormat 613
MATCH 250, 370, 403
Math & Trig functions 149
Matrices 407
functions for working with 151
Matrix inversion 427
Matrix mathematics 408
Maximum Change, Goal Seek 423, 425
Megaformulas 172
advantages and disadvantages of 173
Menu command
adding or removing a 595
or toolbar? 95
modifying 595
removing (VBA) 602
Menu bar
creating new 596
modifying 595
Menus 94
modifying 595
shortcut 12, 95
Merge Cells, Merge and Center 44, 109
Index

Methods (VBA) 512
MID 166
Mini Toolbar 42
  formatting chart elements by using 197
Minimize button 7
MINVERSE 410
Mixed references 36, 104, 138
Modifying
  menubars, menus or menu commands 595
    built-in menu command 602
Modules, Visual Basic 494
MONTH 165
Move an embedded chart 222
Move or Copy Sheet, using 17, 96
Moving
  document window 7, 82
  embedded chart 221
  or resizing documents 82
MsgBox 524
  return values 525
Multiple items, copying and pasting 99
Multiple linear regression 438, 442
  using Analysis ToolPak 453
  using LINEST 439
  using Trendline 451

N
N function 248
Name
  can refer to constant 243
  in a formula by selecting, enter 244
Name List Box, using the Drop-Down 237
Name Manager, using 241
Names
  can be local or global 238
    changing 246
  defining, in Excel 2003 234
  defining, in Excel 2007/2010 240
  deleting 245
  global or local 238
  guidelines for creating 233
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    using 242
    using Apply Names 244
    using Create 235
    using Create from Selection 241
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Navigating
  around the workbook 13, 82
  around the worksheet 18, 85
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  in Excel 2007 5
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New
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  window, using 69, 130, 132
  worksheet functions in Excel
    2007/2010 5
Non-adjacent ranges, selecting 19, 86
Noncontiguous ranges 448
Nonlinear regression 463
  statistics of 484
NOT 155
NOW 165
Nth data point, selecting 361
Number formats
  built-in 49, 113
  conditional 54, 118
  custom 51, 114
  variable 54, 117
Number formatting 48, 113
  toolbuttons, using the 48, 118
Numbers
  entering 21, 88
  formatting using "Precision as Displayed" 54, 118
how Excel stores and displays 21, 88
Numerical differentiation 410
Numerical integration 415

O
Object Browser, using 539
Objects (VBA) 505
Office Button (Excel 2007) 7
OFFSET 372
OnEvent procedures 589
OnUndo 592
Opening
  workbook, using dialog box 527
  documents 26, 95
  Excel 2007 documents in Excel 2003 134
Operators 137
Operators (VBA) 504
  logical 520
Optimization, Solver for 464
Option Button 365, 371
Optional argument 143
  in custom function 573, 583
Optional keyword (VBA) 573
Options (Excel 2003)
  80, 81, 82, 92, 103, 113, 118, 122
Options (Excel 2007/2010)
  7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 26, 28, 34, 43, 48, 54
OR 155
Order in which Excel performs
  operations in formulas 24

P
Page Break 63
Page Layout Tab 3, 6, 61-64
Page Setup 61, 120
ParamArray keyword (VBA) 551, 573
Parsing
  delimited file 354
  fixed-width file 355
Paste 30, 99
Paste as Hyperlink..., using 376
Paste List, using 246
Paste Name, using 245
Paste Special (Chart) 317, 325
Paste Special, using 31, 100
  using to transpose rows and columns 33, 101
Paste using Drag-and-Drop 34, 102
Patterns, using 47, 112
Personal Macro Workbook 499
Picture of cells, copying and pasting 33
Pie charts, creating 188, 215
Pin a file 27
Plotting order, switching 316
Polar to Cartesian coordinates 430
Polynomials, evaluating with array
  formulas, 273
Precedent cells, finding 263
Precision as Displayed
  formatting numbers using 54, 118
  macro 562
Print 62, 123
Print Area 61
Print Preview 123
Printing
  documents 59, 120
  row or column headings for a multi-
  page worksheet 64, 125
  selected range of cells 63, 124
Procedure, exiting from 522
Procedures, Visual Basic 494
Program control (VBA) 518
Project Explorer window (VBE) 493
PROPER 166
Properties (VBA) 510
Properties of the Range Object (VBA) 511
Properties window (VBE) 494
Protecting a workbook 65, 125
by making it a read-only workbook 65, 126
Protecting a worksheet 64, 125
by locking or hiding cell contents 67, 127

Q
Quick Access Toolbar
adding built-in button 618
adding custom button 620
customize the 74
QuickChart macro 568

R
R1C1 reference style 80, 139
Radar charts, creating 192, 218
Range object, properties of (VBA) 511
Range, selecting 18
Ranges, selecting non-adjacent 19
Read-only workbook, protecting by making a 65, 126
Rearranging order of sheets in a workbook 15, 83
Recently used files, list of 27
Record New Macro button 497
Recorder, using 496-498
Re-establishing links 141
Reference
absolute, relative or mixed 36, 104, 138
circular 257
external creating by selecting 140
external creating by using PasteLink 140
functions 255
operator 138
style, A1 or R1C1 139
using implicit intersection, 242
using name instead of 233
Regression
linear 435
multiple linear 438, 442
multiple linear using LINEST 439
nonlinear 463
parameters 441
Regression statistics 457-461
for Solver, macro for 485
of nonlinear 484
Regula Falsi method 419
Relative references 36, 104, 138
when using Copy and Cut 37, 105
Removing a menu command (VBA) 602
REPLACE 166
Resizing
a document window 7
an embedded chart 221
Restore Window button 7
Ribbon 3, 10
adding custom toolbuttons to 621
chart tools in the 179
customizing 623
removing custom toolbuttons from 622
RIGHT 166
Roots of equations
finding 418
graphical method 419
secant method 421
successive approximations 419
using Goal Seek 423
ROW function in array formulas, using 274
Row Height, using 40, 108
Row
hiding 30
inserting or deleting 28, 98
or column headings for a multi-page worksheet, printing 64
Rows and columns, using Paste Special to transpose 101
RSQ 437
Sampling Tool, using the 362
Save a file for use in Excel 2003 28
Save As, using 27, 97
Save Workspace, using 97
Save, using 27, 97
Scoping a subroutine 523
SEARCH 166
Secondary axes, charts with 301
Select Case 519, 560
Selecting
  block of cells 19, 86
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  multiple worksheets 16
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Selection, extending a 19, 86
Separator bar 41
Separators
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  array 387
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SERIES 181, 213, 297
Series
  creating a 105
  creating date 162
  using AutoFill to create a 37, 106
Set Print Area 64
Sheet
  delete 17
  Move or Copy 17
  tabs, changing color of 17, 83
Sheets in a workbook, rearranging
  order of 83
Shortcut key 74
  assigning to a Sub procedure 501
Shortcut menu 12, 95
  AutoFill 39, 107
Shortcut
  to a function 147
LINEST 447
Significant figures 432
Simpson's rule 416
Simultaneous linear equations
  Cramer's rule 426
  matrix inversion 427
  solving 425
SLOPE 437
SMALL 152
Solver 464
  binding constants example 480
  changes to, in Excel 2010 465
  NIST datasets example 484
  options
    (Excel 2007 or 2003) 472
    (Excel 2010) 474
  Use Automatic Scaling option 476
Solver Statistics macro, using the 485
Sort options 333
Sorting
  a list 330
  by array formula 281, 282
Source worksheet, workbook 140
Specifications
  chart 326
  Excel 2003 formula and function 175
  Excel 2003 workbook and worksheet 135
  Excel 2007/2010 chart 207
  Excel 2007/2010 formula and function 175
  Excel 2007/2010 workbook and worksheet 77
Spectra
  of mixtures 428, 430
  deconvolution of 476
Split screens, using 71, 132
Statistical functions 151
Statistics of nonlinear regression 484
Sub procedure 494
  running a 500
shortcut key  501
structure of  495
using arrays in  545, 547
Subroutine  522
scoping a  523
Subscripts
entering  47, 112
superscripts in chart legends  313
SUBSTITUTE  166
SUMIF  156
SUMIF formula, custom  272
SUMIFS  157
Superscripts, entering  47, 112
Surface charts (3-D charts), creating  194, 220
Switching between chart types  196, 222

T
Table, values from  251
Template, saving chart (Excel 2007/2010)  321
Testing (VBA)  532
TEXT  169
Text
entering  22, 89
functions  165
import settings, advanced  390
linking to chart  316
Text box
adding a  24, 91
entering an equation in a  25
Text Import Wizard, using  350
Three-dimensional array  271
Tick mark labels on axis scale, modifying  313
Time formats  53, 117
Titles, add to a chart  222
TODAY  165
Toolbar
Quick Access  74
customizing (Excel 2003)  607-611
Toolbutton
image, custom  615
menu command or  95
number formatting  48, 118
ToolTip, add  617
Trace Precedents  263
Transition from Excel 2003 to Excel 2007/2010  73
Translator, FunctionName  399
TRANSPOSE  273, 410
Transpose rows and columns, using Paste Special  33
Trendline, multiple linear regression using  451
Trigonometric functions  150
Troubleshooting  261
Tutorial
creating scientific charts  206
ways to refer to a range  509
Type declaration characters  518

U
Ungroup sheets  16
Union keyword (VBA)  510
Updating references  141
UPPER  166

V
VALUE  169
Values from a table, getting  251
Variable number formats  54, 117
Variables, declaring  516
VBA
array  543
array, dimensioning  543
code  503
commands  515
data types  515
functions  513
Help (Excel 2003)  539
Help (Excel 2007/2010)  538
Intersect keyword  510
logical operators 520
methods 512
modifying menubars, menus 598
objects 505
objects, properties and methods 505
On-Line Help 538
operators 504, 520
Optional keyword 573
ParamArray keyword 573
procedures and modules 494
properties 510
reference to a range 507, 508
reference to a selection 507
removing a menu command 602
statements 504
stepping through 534
Union keyword 510
variables and arguments 504
VeryHidden 66
Viewing several worksheets at the same time 130
Visual Basic Editor 491
VLOOKUP 249

W
WEEKDAY 165
Weighted least squares 451
What's new in Excel 2010 5
Wildcard characters 254
Workbook 27
navigating around the 82
opening or creating 27, 95
protecting 65, 125
protecting by making it read-only 65, 126
rearranging order of sheets in a 83
specifications
Excel 2003 135
Excel 2007/2010 77
Workbook_Open procedure 594
Working with Excel 2007/2010 7
Worksheet changing name of a 15, 83
different views of same 71, 131
documenting 28, 98
entering data in a 20, 87
Excel 2007/2010 4
formatting 40, 108
formula, elements of a 137
functions with VBA, using 514
functions: an overview 143
hiding 65, 126
inserting or deleting 13
navigating around the 18, 85
protecting data in 64, 67, 125
selecting a range of cells on 85
selecting multiple 16, 84
specifications
Excel 2003 135
Excel 2007/2011 77
viewing several at same time 130
Wrap text 45

X
Values of a category chart are dates, when 203, 227
XY chart, formatting elements of 197, 223

Y
YEAR 165

Z
Zoom, using 73